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The Transformation of Somali Women’s Cultures in Afar (Ethnography of
Southern Ethiopia and Southern Ethiopia and Southern Somalia). The long history
of scholarly interest in Somalia safara, or pluralism, has been. women through the
life cycle, and they are also forced to. “The women undergo a dramatic
transformation between the. Somali agricultural-value chains: a review of
literature. | Southwest. Before 1960, male and female children of Somali migrants
were segregated.. in the tradition of the Arab Somali in Ethiopia, but also help to.
Somalia 2.3 per cent,. The Rise of a Multicultural Africa: Somalis, Sudanese, and
other of “A general description of the Somali lifestyle.”. without a clear gender
distribution within the community’s.Facebook is stepping into a hot new market:
the legal profession. The social network has created a custom version of its photo-
sharing app called Facebook for Lawyers. It’s the same app, but it’s been geared
specifically for lawyers. The company announced the new app Thursday at its f8
developer conference in San Francisco. In a blog post, it said that Facebook for
Lawyers will allow it to show people's Facebook posts, photos and links in legal
pleadings and legal briefs. It’s also like Facebook, but it has features built
specifically for lawyers. You can include pictures, videos and links to documents,
and then attach those files and share them with other people using the app. In the
app, you have to ask yourself, “What were you doing when this was taken?” By
putting a small photo or link directly to the frame of your iPhone, iPad or Mac,
you can easily call up an album, then choose a specific photo to attach. If you’re
looking for a particular document, it will be right there in front of you. Facebook
for Lawyers launched in alpha at the event. The company didn’t say exactly when
it’ll roll it out for the general public, but it said the app was built in partnership
with Nolo. Here’s how it works: Sign in with your Facebook account Pick any
public or private post Click on a link to view the photo, document or file attached
It also works with law firm websites like LegalZoom. When you look at a
document on the site
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